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Correction to: Social Network Analysis and Mining 
(2022) 12:162 https:// doi. org/ 10. 1007/ s13278- 022- 00981-x
Unfortunately, the formatting of Tables 1 and 8 is not cor-
rect in the published version. The corrected tables are given 
below.The original article has been corrected.
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Table 1  Various parking sectors 
and industries are involved in 
the parking concept

Parking Sectors
ICT
Sociology [Soc]
Economy [Econ]
Physics [Phys]
Parking Industries

Architecture [Archt] Construction [Const] Environment [Env] Information 
Technology 
[IT]

Security [Sec] Networking [Net] Manufacture and installa-
tion [Mfr]

Artisans [Art]

Table 8  Parking behavior by different aspects with the communities involved

Aspects Social Economic Technology

Parking factors Individual parking skills Lack of parking supply in strategic 
places

Mobile apps reservation and real time

Leisure Free parking and discounts Electronic payment
Illegal parking Parking cost Smart parking

Parking quality and safety Education
Parking fines Electrical cars

Community involved Parking skills clique Corona clique IoT and smart parking clique
Parking management clique Large scale and technology discussion

Parking management clique
Electric car
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